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Abstract: This review compiles the current state of controversial aspects of liver failure and outlines 
future challenges. The definition of acute liver failure (ALF) is widely accepted and implies no previous liver 
injury whereas the term “acute-on-chronic liver failure” remains contested. We will promote a concept, in 
which we differentiate three types of liver failure: ALF, acute-on-chronic liver failure (AOCLF) and acute-
on-liver-cirrhosis (AOCi). The mechanistical insights into the coagulation system in patients with hepatic 
insufficiency have increased fundamentally in the past 10 years. Therefore, we follow now the concept of 
the so-called rebalanced hemostasis. This lower-level equilibrium arises from the fact that most coagulation 
factors and inhibitors are synthesized within the liver. We will demonstrate the advantage of viscoelastic test 
methods, which can assess the coagulation situation in patients with liver insufficiency much more precisely 
than conventional global coagulation tests. The therapeutic option of emergency liver transplantation (ELT) 
has significantly improved the prognosis of patients with ALF. However, limiting factors such as shortage of 
organs increase more and more the need for reliable prognostic markers. Due to a better understanding of 
the regenerative process during ALF new survival markers and prognostic tools have been emerging on the 
horizon in the last decade. Therefore, we will describe the current state of research in this field. 
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Introduction

An acute injury to the liver, which cannot be compensated 
by the regenerative capacity results in acute and rapid 
hepatocyte death and subsequently impairs liver function. 
This clinical syndrome is termed acute liver failure (ALF) 
and is associated with high mortality in the absence of 
immediate state-of–the-art intensive care and/or emergency 
liver transplantation (ELT). ALF is defined as coagulopathy 
[International Normalized Ratio (INR) >1.5] and any 
grade of hepatic encephalopathy (HE) in a patient without 
pre-existing liver disease (1). The Acute Liver Failure 
Study Group in the USA categorizes ALF as hyperacute 

(<7 days), acute (7–28 days) and subacute (28 days to  
6 months) depending on latency between onset of symptoms 
and development of coagulopathy and encephalopathy. 
In general, higher latencies are associated with higher 
mortality. 

While precise figures on the incidence of ALF in Germany 
are still lacking, the collective experience of various transplant 
centers leads us to assume 200 to 500 cases annually in this 
country. It should be noted that there has been a shift in 
the predominant causes of ALF. In the early 1980s acute 
hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection was viewed as the most 
frequent cause, but in the last four decades ALF due to toxic 
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liver injury has increased dramatically. This includes direct/
intrinsic and idiosyncratic reactions. ALF caused by viral 
hepatitis (HAV, HEV), autoimmune disease (or hepatitis), 
ischemia, pregnancy, Wilsons disease, and congestive heart 
failure still occur. The cause remains unidentified in roughly 
15% of adults and 50% of children with ALF (2). 

ALF is characterized by the massive death of hepatocytes 
due to different types of cellular demise (e.g., necrosis, 
apoptosis, etc.). This loss of cells ultimately leads to 
functional impairment of the liver. Not only the predominant 
mechanism of cell death but also the prognosis varies 
depending on the underlying etiology. In recent years a lot 
of progress has been made in the comprehension of the 
unique capacity of the liver to recover. As an attempt to 
restore hepatic architecture and function several intrinsic 
regenerative processes are simultaneously triggered. When 
ALF is not fatal, a complete recovery of the liver and 
its function is possible. However, the question remains 
under which circumstances the regenerative processes can 
sufficiently cope with sudden, confluent hepatocyte death 
and subsequent loss of function. If regeneration cannot 
compensate for cell loss, the only curative option remaining 
is ELT (3). 

The liver plays a crucial role in blood coagulation as 
most coagulation factors are synthesized and cleared by liver 
parenchymal and reticuloendothelial cells, respectively (4).  
Mainly for this reason patients with liver diseases, both 
acute and chronic, exhibit complex coagulation disorders 
involving changes in pro- and anticoagulation factors, as 
well as changes in fibrinolysis, leading to both bleeding and 
thrombosis (5). Although a lot of progress has been made in 
this field, several aspects still remain unclear. For example, 
it is unknown whether the coagulation status might be 
changing in the course of ALF e.g., by a switch in the 
conformation of coagulation proteins. 

The intention of this review is to describe controversial 
aspects in liver failure and thus outline future challenges 
and remaining questions. In this context we will discuss the 
definition of ALF, aspects of coagulation, and prediction of 
prognosis. Current literature was retrieved by a selective 
search of PubMed/Medline listed manuscripts.

How should liver failure be defined depending on 
pre-existing liver injury? 

Although there are still differences in the detailed clinical 
diagnosis of ALF, there is a broad consensus among the 
societies EASL, AASLD and APASL that four clinical 

features are mandatory: elevated transaminases, an elevated 
bilirubin level, an impaired coagulation (INR >1.5) and the 
presence of HE. Furthermore, it is widly accepted that the 
definition of ALF implies no previous liver injury. Acutely 
decompensated cirrhosis and acute-on-chronic liver failure 
(AOCLF) are two regularly encountered clinical conditions 
observed in patients with known chronic liver disease. The 
term “acutely decompensated cirrhosis” is widely accepted 
and refers to the development of ascites, encephalopathy, 
gastrointestinal hemorrhage, or any combination of these 
disorders in patients with cirrhosis. In recent years there 
have been many controversies concerning the term “Acute-
on-chronic liver failure”, a term originally suggested by 
Jalan and Williams (6). 

This definition is misleading. Indeed, AOCLF is not 
identical to acute-on-cirrhosis liver failure (AOCi). Chronic 
liver disease (injury) is associated with elevated liver 
enzymes in most cases but not obviously impaired liver 
function. Patients with chronic liver disease don’t exhibit 
spider naevi, esophageal varices or splenomegaly, which 
are considered clear signs of liver cirrhosis. In contrast, in 
compensated liver cirrhosis, serum liver enzymes can be 
well within normal ranges, but the patients may already 
show signs of portal hypertension. The most important 
difference between AOCLF and AOCi is the liver 
regeneration capacity and thus the probability of survival. 
Hence, we advocate for a more clear definition for these 
variants of liver failure (Figure 1). 

In contrast to the original definition, we would like to 
promote an alternative concept in which the definition of 
AOCLF comprises patients with previous liver disease but 
excludes the ones with liver cirrhosis. In one of our recent 
studies, we compared ALF patients to AOCLF patients 
(without cirrhosis) to identify possible clinically relevant 
separators (7). We found that ALF and AOCLF had similar 
clinical outcomes. However, we identified differences in 
the causes of liver failure and in possible risk factors for 
outcome. The most common causes for liver failure were 
pharmacological-toxic effects in ALF patients and viral 
infections in AOCLF patients. 

In summary, we suggest a definition of AOCLF as liver 
failure, with pre-existing liver injury or disease (independent 
of the cause) without cirrhosis and no prior decompensation 
events. Patients with cirrhosis suffering from an additional 
acute injury, independent of decompensation events, would 
be grouped as AOCi. ALF would include only patients with 
no previous liver injury. 

Since the patients with these three different types of 
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of different types of liver failure according to pre-existing liver injury. The here presented alternative 
definition categorizes liver failure upon an acute injury based on the type of pre-existing liver injury by chronic liver disease. When no 
pre-existing liver injury is present an ALF is given. When an acute injury occurs in addition to pre-existing chronic liver disease, without 
cirrhotic alterations, an acute-on-chronic liver failure (AOCLF) is given, which exhibits only slightly worse outcome but different 
requirement for patient handling than ALF. If an acute injury occurs in an already cirrhotic liver this leads to acute-on-cirrhosis liver failure 
(AOCi), which has worse outcome and requires immediate intensive care support due to lack of any regenerative capacity of the liver. ALF, 
acute liver failure.

liver failure differ in many aspects, e.g., with respect to 
the precipitating events or the risk stratification, this 
patient heterogeneity should have an impact on the design 
of clinical intervention trials. In this context, post-hoc 
exploratory data analysis could be helpful in generating 
meaningful hypotheses for further studies. 

Are the classic coagulation parameters 
associated with bleeding complications in liver 
failure? 

In the past 10 years understanding of the coagulation 
system in patients with hepatic insufficiency has improved 
fundamentally. In these cases, we now follow the concept 
of the so-called rebalanced hemostasis. Since coagulation 
factors and inhibitors alike are synthesized within the 
liver the result is lower-level equilibrium of coagulation. 

The quantitative reduction of coagulation factors in liver 
patients correlates with the severity of the disease and is 
shown in classic coagulation parameters and global tests 
(INR, aPTT, fibrinogen, platelets). For example, increased 
INR values—due to historical reasons—suggest a tendency 
to bleed. They are often incorrectly used to assess the 
risk of bleeding before endoscopic interventions, in a 
surgical setting, but also in patients suffering from hepatic 
insufficiency. However, this does not take into account the 
fact that anticoagulant factors are reduced at the same time. 

Hence, the classic global tests do not correlate with the 
actual bleeding risk in patients with hepatic insufficiency. 
Thus, the INR should only be considered as a synthesis 
parameter (8). In the majority of patients with liver failure 
a shift in hemostasis to a procoagulatory condition can be 
assumed. Unnecessary transfusion of coagulation factors 
in these situations is not only costly, it may also induce 
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complications such as portal vein thrombosis and other 
thrombotic events. Viscoelastic test methods (VET) such as 
the ROTEM® analysis represent a rather novel development 
to improve the clinical management of patients with 
different types of liver failure. VET methods have already 
been applied in the perioperative care of patients with 
different coagulation disorders. These methods allow a 
more precise assessment of the coagulation status, which 
can be used to determine whether fibrinogen, platelets or 
prothrombin complex are required, or whether fibrinolytic 
therapy is required. VET methods have the additional 
advantage, that they can be used as “Point-of-care” 
(POC) method and are therefore faster than conventional 
laboratory diagnostics (9).

In patients with AOCLF, it has already been demonstrated 
that the amount of substituted coagulation factors before 
minimally invasive interventions can be significantly reduced 
by using the ROTEM® analysis compared to conventional 
laboratory tests. No increased rate of bleeding episodes 
or thrombotic complications was observed under this  
approach (10). However, it should be noted that the largest 
data base for patients suffering from hepatic insufficiency 
is currently available in the context of liver transplantation 
(LT) (reducing the need for transfusion). Hence, clinical 
application of this promising method in the various forms of 
liver failure, as defined above, needs to be based on further 
prospective studies. 

In summary, the advantage of VET is based on its 
ability to assess the coagulation situation in patients 
with liver insufficiency much more precisely than the 
conventional global tests. Although this method is very 
promising and increasingly used, it is still too early for a 
final recommendation, since further studies are needed to 
confirm its benefit regarding their use on the various forms 
of liver failure. Another important area of coagulation 
research should focus on the role of different cell types of 
the liver. An interesting question would be to clarify the 
role of the hepatic stellate cells (HSC) or Kupffer cells in 
production or activation of pro- and anticoagulation factors. 

Short- and long-term prognosis of ALF outcome 
depend on different clinical factors 

As we have pointed out before ALF can take a fulminant 
course and is associated with high mortality. The therapeutic 
option of ELT has significantly improved the prognosis of 
these patients. However, applicability of ELT is limited by 
organ shortage, utilization of large amounts of healthcare 

resources, and graft rejection in a considerable proportion 
of cases. More reliable prognostic parameters to identify 
patients who would either recover without ELT or who 
would not benefit from ELT at all could improve resource 
utilization and outcome for patients. Currently for evaluation 
of prognosis in ALF King’s College (KCC) and Clichy 
criteria are broadly established, universally recognized 
tools. Both systems have been expanded for different ALF 
etiologies in the past. However, accuracy of both systems 
in predicting the patients’ outcome is limited. In particular 
identifying patients who will survive without LT still remains 
a major challenge (11). In the following paragraphs we give 
an overview on a few alternative markers which could expand 
or complement available prognostic tools. 

Another prognostic tool is the Model for End-Stage 
Liver Disease (MELD), which exhibited better prognostic 
accuracy than KCC and Clichy criteria (12). While not 
all pathophysiologic mechanisms in ALF are understood, 
apoptosis, necrosis, and necroapoptosis are a hallmark of 
ALF (13). In a previous study we could show that replacing 
bilirubin with M65, a marker for overall cell death, could 
improve prediction of fatal outcomes when calculating the 
MELD (14). An overview of currently used scoring systems 
is given in Table 1.

ALF triggers a regenerative response of remaining 
healthy hepatocytes .  Subsequently res ident l iver 
progenitor cells (LPC) become activated to support, 
or take over the role of regeneration. Depending on 
the individual regenerative capacity some patients will 
recover spontaneously from ALF, while in many cases, 
this capacity cannot compensate the amount of hepatocyte 
loss. In these cases, LT offers the only potential hope 
for survival. Cumulative data hint to activation of the 
LPC compartment, not only in chronic liver disease, but 
generally, when confluent loss of hepatocyte mass occurs. 
Indeed, LPC activation correlates with severity of liver 
injury, and clinical outcomes in ALF. The degree of LPC 
response could be a potential biomarker of regenerative 
capability in ALF. 

ELT and LT in general have significantly improved short 
term survival in ALF to over 80% after 1 year and >70% 
after 5 years (15). This improved outcome after LT is due 
to multimodal therapy concepts, standardized evaluation 
of organ recipients and donors, improved organ storage, 
optimized surgical methods and perioperative management, 
and development of specific immunosuppressive agents 
with reduced side effects. However, long-term prognosis 
after LT is still highly variable and depends on a large 
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Table 1 Scoring systems for severity of acute liver failure/necessity of transplantation and novel candidate factors

Scoring system/criteria/candidate Evaluation/prognostic factors

Kings’ College criteria Acetaminophen toxicity Arterial pH <7.25 (independent of stage of hepatic encephalopathy)
OR two out of three of the following criteria and clinical deterioration:

- INR <6.5
- creatinine >300 µmol/L
- hepatic encephalopathy grade 3–4

Other causes INR >6.5 (independent of hepatic encephalopathy) OR
three out of five of the following criteria (independent of stage of encephalopathy):

- age <10 or >40 years
- etiology: unclear, medication-toxic
- time from icterus to encephalopathy >7 days
- INR >3.5
- Bilirubin >300 µmol/L

Clichy criteria Hepatic encephalopathy grade 3 or 4 and
- factor V <20% (age <30 years) or
- factor V <30% (age >30 years)

MELD 10 × (0.957 x lnserum creatinine + 0.378 × lnbilirubin + 1.12 × lnINR + 0.643)

CK-18/modified MELD 10 × (0.957 × lnserum creatinine + 0.378 × lnserum CK-18/M65 + 1.12 × lnINR + 0.643)

BILE score Bilirubin (µmol/L)/100 + lactate (mmol/L)
+4 (for cryptogenic ALF, Budd-Chiari syndrome, or
phenprocoumon toxicity)
−2 (for acetaminophen toxicity)
±0 (for other etiologies of ALV)

ALFSG Index Coma grade, Bilirubin, INR, phosphorus, lnM30

ALFED Model Dynamic of variables over 3 days:
HE 0-2 points; INR 0-1 point;
Arterial ammonia 0-2 points; serum Bilirubin 0-1 point

Thyroid hormones Low T3 levels are associated with worse outcome in acute liver failure

Lipid metabolism Low HDL levels associated with worse outcome in acute liver failure 

Ferritin/Transferrin High ferritin and low transferrin levels are associated with worse outcome in acute 
liver failure 

variety of factors. metabolic and cardiovascular diseases, 
impaired renal function, infections, recurrence of the 
underlying disease/cause, and development of malign 
tumors. In addition, graft rejection remains a relevant 
reaction after LT limiting the prognosis, although a lot of 
progress has been made in recent years to optimize and 
individualize immunosuppressive therapy. Such reactions 
always require histological evaluation and should be 
classified following the Banff Working Group on Liver 
Allograft Pathology (16). A major challenge after LT is 
to adjust immunosuppression to control and avoid graft 
rejection. Though, immunosuppressive substances worsen 
factors, which determine long-term prognosis as risk for 
recurrence of underlying disease, development of de novo 

malignancies, and cardiovascular risk profile (increased 
risk for type 2 diabetes, hyperlipidemia, obesity) (17). Most 
immunosuppressants are also nephrotoxic. Thus, to further 
improve long-term survival after LT for ALF it will be 
necessary to improve adaptation of immunosuppressant 
therapy and to identify the individually ideal therapy 
regimen.

Is fibrosis necessary for liver regeneration? 

It is widely accepted that continuous hepatocyte death due 
to chronic liver injury (e.g., due to viral hepatitides, chronic 
ethanol intoxication, drug abuse, or obesity) promotes liver 
fibrosis over the course of chronic liver diseases (18). The 
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chronic damage to hepatocytes results in activation of HSCs 
into contractile myofibroblasts. Activated HSC produce 
collagen to stabilize liver architecture and to assist tissue 
repair (19). In the long term this can lead to cirrhosis and 
further sequelae (liver cancer; hepatic failure). However, 
fibrosis could be interpreted as beneficial wound healing 
process in acute injury settings, which is supported by data 
indicating that fibrosis may be reversed upon the removal of 
the damaging agent (20). We could demonstrate that in ALF 
profibrotic processes occur in parallel to increased HSC 
activity. We also observed increased liver stiffness in ALF 
patients by transient elastography (21), which was correlated 
with the degree of liver cell damage and HSC activation. 
This supports our hypothesis that fibrosis occurs not only 
in chronic liver disease, but also in ALF presumably as a 
proregenerative mechanism. Studies in larger cohorts of 
patients will be required to analyze if transient elastography 
or fibrosis markers might serve as new prognostic tools  
for ALF. 

What are novel developments in diagnosis and 
therapy of liver failure?

Among the most pressing issues in the clinical handling 
of ALF are diagnostic options, that would give more 
information on remaining liver function and regenerative 
capacity. One method that is relatively novel is the LiMax, 
which can estimate liver function from a breath test. In 
particular, enzymatic activity of specific cytochrome c 
enzymes is measured by detection of their products in 
the breath of patients (22). In ALF this method seems to 
allow more accurate measurement of liver function than 
conventional serum tests and may enable monitoring of 
ALF course or even prediction of survival without LT (23).

Therapeutic options in ALF are limited to LT or are 
dependent on the specific causes of ALF (2). Experimental 
therapies as plasma exchange or blood purification (also 
termed liver dialysis) did not have significant benefits for 
transplant free survival or recovery time in studies performed 
up to date (24). The evidence for plasma exchange is rather 
limited and a clinical benefit is in question. Liver dialysis 
can reduce serum bilirubin and bile acid concentrations (25),  
however, it is unclear if some bile acid species might be 
required for liver regeneration. Thus, liver dialysis may on 
the one hand remove harmful bile acids while on the other 
hand also reducing signals for regeneration. One way to 
support liver regeneration could be to supply the liver with 
stem cells to renew regenerative capacity. Preliminary data 

from adipocyte derived stem cell transplantation in alcohol-
induced ALF look promising and could be expanded for 
other etiologies (26).

Challenges of LT for ALF

Standard procedure for treatment of patients with ALF is 
intensive care with close monitoring and early continuous 
veno-venous haemodiafiltration in case of kidney 
failure. Antibiotic or antimycotic therapy should only be 
applied, when an infection is present. Supplementation 
of coagulation factors must be critically evaluated as it is 
usually unnecessary. This procedure is aimed to support 
the patient until the regenerative capacity of the affected 
liver can restore function. The only curative option, when 
recovery from ALF seems unlikely is (orthotopic) LT. 
However, LT comes with several limitations on its own. 
The first and most obvious problem is organ shortage in 
most societies, where many more patients wait for a suitable 
transplant liver than organs are available. For ALF there are 
certain criteria that allow high urgency listing, which can 
somewhat compensate for the organ shortage in very critical 
cases, though this again depends on the actual availability 
of donor organs. Thus, it is imperative to prevent a 
progression of ALF into a highly critical situation and also 
to develop better algorithms for detection of patients, who 
would not require LT to recover. All scores currently in use 
to assess the urgency of LT in ALF (King’s college criteria, 
Clichy criteria, MELD) lack in the identification of patients, 
who have sufficient regenerative capacity to recover without 
LT. This is a major challenge of ALF in the near future 
to improve on these scores or develop a new algorithm to 
exclude those patients from LT, who have a good prognosis. 
Apart from these options further improvement and research 
has to go into specific treatment of ALF by etiology. There 
are certain causes of ALF (i.e., paracetamol intoxication, 
autoimmune related, HBV-associated) where direct, specific 
treatment according to the causing agent can avoid LT and 
improve outcome. It would be highly desirable to develop 
such options for other etiologies. Finally, patients who 
received LT will require life-long immunosuppression, 
which poses a risk for infections and other complications. 
Current clinical research is aiming to develop personalized 
and well-adjusted immunosuppression therapy, which 
would increase long-term survival and well-being of LT 
recipients. Taken together the major challenges in LT for 
ALF are identification of patients acutally not requiring 
LT and improving non-LT therapy for ALF to avoid this  
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drastic option.

Summary and conclusions

An acute injury to the liver, resulting in acute and 
rapid hepatocyte death and subsequently impaired liver 
function is termed ALF. Although a lot of progress in 
the comprehension of this syndrome has been made in 
recent years, there are still some controversial aspects 
remaining. This review was aimed to describe the current 
state of science in these research areas and to outline future 
challenges.

The definition of ALF is widely accepted and implies no 
previous liver injury whereas the term “acute-on-chronic 
liver failure” (AOCLF) remains contested. In contrast to 
patients with ALF, patients with AOCLF cannot currently 
be included in the ELT list. This limitation is based on a 
definition, in which AOCLF patients already suffer from 
liver cirrhosis. The patients with AOCLF in our definition 
have a pre-existing liver damage with no cirrhosis and have 
a better prognosis. 

In the context of coagulation disorders involving changes 
in coagulation factors and inhibitors, VET methods 
represent promising approaches regarding an improvement 
of the clinical management of patients with different types 
of liver failure. Although this method is increasingly used, 
further studies are needed to confirm its benefit in the 
therapeutic decision process. 

The therapeutic option of ELT has significantly 
improved the prognosis of ALF patients. Limiting factors 
such as shortage of organs and overstrained healthcare 
resources continuously increase the need for reliable 
prognostic parameters. An improved understanding of 
the regenerative process during liver failure and cell death 
mechanisms could yield novel markers for survival and 
more prospective and multi-centric studies are required to 
assess performance of novel markers.
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